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In the first days of August 1826 the Merchant Court (Magistrato Mercan-

tile) of Bolzano received the deed with which the Hofkammer and the 

Hofkanzlei of Vienna ordered drastic cuts to operational expenditure. 

Amongst other things, the Court would have to forfeit its stagecoach and its 

box at the theatre, curtail its traditional donations to charitable institutions 

in the town, and reduce expenditure on the solemn masses which for centu-

ries had inaugurated each of the four annual trade fairs.1 Finally, the Court 

was obliged to sell the so-called ‘Protestants’ cemetery’, the plot of land to 

the south of the church of the Dominicans purchased to ensure due burial, in 

that devoutly Catholic Tyrolean town, to the Protestant merchants who un-

fortunately died during the fairs.2 

The operation undoubtedly had a specific rationale: that of reducing the 

duty levied on all goods in transit through Bolzano to finance the Court’s 

activities. But at the same time it symbolically marked the end of an epoch 

for Bolzano commerce.  

Thanks to its geographical position at the intersection of some of the 

most important routes across the Alps, and thanks to the legal and fiscal 

concessions granted by the territorial overlords, since the thirteenth century 

Bolzano had been an important trade hub between the Mediterranean area 

and central-northern Europe.3 In 1635 the Bolzano fairs also received from 

the Tyrol archdukes a statute which granted the merchants attending them – 

German, Swiss, Venetian, Lombard, Tuscan – jurisdictional autonomy in 

the settlement of commercial disputes. Thus created was the Merchant 

Court, which over the years also came to perform an important function in 

political representation of mercantile interests. Until the second half of the 

1700s the Bolzano fairs maintained a significant role in transalpine trade, 

                                                           
1  Archivio provinciale di Bolzano (henceforth Apb), Archivio del Magistrato Mercanti-

le (henceforth Amm), 3.7.59, cc. 97r–108v. 

2  Apb, Amm, 3.7.59, 156r; cc. 530r–531r. 

3  For a synthesis, with further references to the literature, of the history of the Bolzano 

fairs, see Andrea BONOLDI, Kredit und Handel zwischen Italien und Deutschland: Bo-

zen und seine Messen (XIII-XIX Jhd.), in: Scripta Mercaturae 42/1, 2008, pp. 9–26. 
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but in the decades spanning the end of the century, their business entered an 

irreversible crisis that would reduce them to the rank of simple regional 

markets. This study aims at identifying, with particular regard to the post-

Napoleonic period, the dynamics whereby this decline took place, seeking 

to determine its exogenous and endogenous causes. 

1. STAATSWERDUNG AND PROHIBITIVSYSTEM:  

HABSBURG COMMERCIAL POLICY BETWEEN  

ENLIGHTENED ABSOLUTISM AND VORMÄRZ 

Notwithstanding the profound, and at times dramatic, change in the circum-

stances of the Habsburg monarchy in the period between the mid-1700s and 

1848, action by the state on the institutional structure and economic activity 

of the crown territories exhibits a number of evident continuities.  

In that period there arose in Vienna the idea that reform of the govern-

ment apparatus was necessary for the survival itself of the Habsburg monar-

chy in the difficulty context of the European balance of power. Essentially, 

this entailed imposing uniformity on the political-administrative, jurisdic-

tional, and fiscal structures of the monarchy’s territories, and strengthening 

the competences and capacity for control of the central government, thereby 

completing a process that can be summarized in the concept of 

Staatswerdung.4 The complex and fragmented institutional architecture that 

still characterized the Habsburg monarchy in the first decades of the eight-

eenth century was in fact an insurmountable obstacle to achievement of the 

stehende Armee, und Geld im Kasten, which already in 1686, the cameralist 

Schröder had told Leopold I was the indispensable basis for any policy of 

power.5 With each of the wars in which the Habsburgs engaged in the sub-

sequent decades – e.g. the War of Austrian Succession, the Seven Years’ 

War, and the Napoleonic campaigns – the harsh truth of that principle be-

came increasingly evident. Without an economy able to produce wealth, 

and without a political and fiscal organization able to convey a substantial 

part of it rapidly, directly and efficiently to military expenditure, the politi-

                                                           
4  Of interest in this regard is the discussion in Ernst BRUCKMÜLLER, Nation Österreich: 

kulturelles Bewußtsein und gesellschaftlich-politische Prozesse, Wien / Köln / Graz 

1996, in particular pp. 200–236. 

5  ‘A permanent army and money in the coffers’. I quote from the 1752 edition: “Wenn 

ich mich aber unterstehen dürfte, so getraue ich mir mit zweyen pfeilen das ziel su 

treffen, nehmlich mit einer stehenden Armee, und zweytens mit vielem geld im kas-

ten”; Wilhelm VON SCHRÖDER, Fürstliche Schatz- und Rentenkammer nebst seinem 

Tractat vom Goldmachen, Königsberg / Leipzig 1752, Vorrede, § 9. See also Thomas 

SIMON, “Gute Policey”. Ordnungsbilder und Zielvorstellungen politischen Handelns 

in der Frühen Neuzeit, Frankfurt am Main 2004, pp. 381–562. 
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cal position of the monarchy was severely undermined.6 Consequently, with 

Maria Theresa and her son Joseph II, Austria gradually, though intermittent-

ly, dismantled the complex interweaving of territorial particularisms and es-

tate-based powers that hampered the formation of a centralized state. The 

process was temporarily interrupted first by the French revolution and then 

by the Napoleonic wars. It then resumed under Franz Joseph I, who far from 

pursuing a policy intended to restore the ancien régime, tried to consolidate 

the state’s powers, being assisted in that endeavour by the skills of Metter-

nich.7 Thus created throughout the monarchy’s territory was a largely uni-

tary institutional structure which comprised the fiscal powers previously 

distributed among different actors, and which unified the state’s administra-

tive, political and financial bodies. Such bodies were organized into a hier-

archy whose apex was the maximum Viennese authorities, followed by the 

various provincial administrations, and finally the peripheral structures of 

the Kreise (circle).8 In the legal sphere, the superseding of the pluralism 

typical of the ancien régime was marked by the introduction, on 1 January 

1812, of the Allgemeine bürgerliche Gesetzbuch – the first legal code to ap-

ply throughout the monarchy.9  

In regard to economic policy, the counterpart of this complex political-

institutional strategy was a series of provisions intended to increase domes-

tic production, and therefore the tax yield, primarily through creation of an 

integrated market and encouragement of an import-substitution model of 

production.10 The geographical position, the infrastructural endowment, and 

in general the relative backwardness of large part of the monarchy’s territo-

ries, were substantial obstacles to economic growth. However, the exten-

siveness of the area under Habsburg dominion was such to constitute a po-

tentially vast domestic market for both the production factors and goods. On 

the basis of these circumstances and the theories of some exponents of cam-

eralism – an Austro-German variant of mercantilism – there consolidated 

within the Habsburg government the idea that the only way to ensure eco-

nomic growth driven by manufacturing development was to enact measures 

                                                           
6  See Peter BERGER, Finanzwesen und Staatswerdung. Zur Genese absolutistischer 

Herrschaftstechnik in Österreich, in: Herbert MATIS (ed.), Von der Glückseligkeit des 

Staates: Staat, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft in Österreich im Zeitalter des aufgeklärten 

Absolutismus, Berlin 1981, pp. 105–136. 

7  For an assessment of the protagonist of Habsburg policy at the time see Alan SKED, 

Metternich and Austria. An Evaluation, New York 2008. 

8  Roman SANDGRUBER, Ökonomie und Politik. Österreichische Wirtschaftsgeschichte 

vom Mittelalter bis zur Gegenwart, Wien, 1995, p. 227. 

9  See Heinz MOHNHAUPT / Barbara DÖLEMEYER (eds.), 200 Jahre ABGB (1811–2011). 

Die österreichische Kodifikation im internationalen Kontext, Frankfurt am Main 2012. 

10  Gustav OTRUBA, Die Wirtschaftspolitik Maria Theresias und Josephs II, in: MATIS 

(ed.), Von der Glückseligkeit, pp. 77–103. See also the justification for this policy 

from the perspective of the Viennese government reported in Karl HUDECZEK, Öster-

reichische Handelspolitik im Vormärz 1815–1848, Wien 1918, pp. 27–29. 
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imposing strong restrictions on foreign products.11 In a first phase, which 

began already at the end of the seventeenth century, the main device for this 

purpose was the granting of private monopolies to manufacturers in the 

monarchy.12 When this measure proved ineffectual, in the 1760s the gov-

ernment began to intervene with excise policies. On the one hand, the aim 

was to restrict the export of raw materials and semi-finished products that 

could be processed internally. On the other, the intention was to curb – to 

the point of outright prohibition – the importing of foreign manufactures, 

since these were excessively competitive against domestic goods largely 

produced by traditional technological and organizational methods.13 How-

ever, if these measures were to obtain the effects desired, it was absolutely 

necessary to standardize the monarchy’s customs space, which was still 

marked by numerous differences among provinces. The objective was at 

least partly achieved with the 1775 tariff regime, which, not without opposi-

tion from the outlying provinces, created a single customs system among 

the hereditary German and Bohemian provinces, with the exception of the 

Tyrol, Anterior Austria, Hungary, Galicia, and the Italian possessions. Alt-

hough the complete tariff integration of the Habsburg state only came about 

with the inclusion in 1825/26 of the Tyrol and Vorarlberg and Lombardy-

Venetia, and finally Hungary in 1850, the 1775 provision gave rise to a 

compact and quite extensive customs space in which a uniform and far-

reaching economic policy could be implemented. 

In the 1780s, under the energetic action of Joseph II, the logic of the 

Prohibitivsystem assumed a clear normative and institutional configura-

tion.14  

A warrant that “put out of commerce” (the term ‘prohibit’ was not 

used) around 200 types of foreign goods was issued on 27 August 1784, 

while a new tariff system which replaced all previous legislation and estab-

                                                           
11  Manfred SAUER, Aspekte der Handelspolitik des “aufgeklärten Absolutismus”, in: 

MATIS (ed.), Von der Glückseligkeit, pp. 235–265, SANDGRUBER, Ökonomie, pp. 

227–231. See also Birger P. PRIDDAT, Kameralismus als paradoxe Konzeption der 

gleichzeitigen Stärkung von Markt und Staat. Komplexe Theorielagen im deutschen 

18. Jahrhundert, in: Berichte zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte 31, 2008, pp. 249–263. 

12  Gustav Otruba (ed.), Österreichische Fabriksprivilegien vom 16. bis ins 18. Jahrhun-

dert, Wien / Köln / Graz 1981. 

13  Still relevant today, especially because of its ample recourse to the primary sources is 

Adolf BEER, Studien zur Geschichte der österreichischen Volkswirtschaft unter Maria 

Theresia: I. Die österreichische Industriepolitik, in: Archiv für österreichische Ge-

schichte 81, 1895, pp. 1–133. 

14  “Prohibitivsystem nennt man diejenige Lehre, nach welcher die Industrie eines Staates 

durch gänzlich verbotene oder wenigstens durch Zölle sehr erschwerte Einfuhr 

ausländischer Erzeugnisse zu schützen ist“ (Called Prohibitivsystem is the theory ac-

cording to which the industry of a state must be defended through the prohibition of 

imports of foreign manufactured articles, or at least through the imposition upon them 

of very high customs duties). Brockhaus Bilder-Conversations-Lexikon, Band 3, 

Leipzig 1839, p. 582. See Adolf BEER, Die Österreichische Handelspolitik im neun-

zehnten Jahrhundert, Wien 1891, pp. 1–15. 
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lished a consistent normative framework for the monarchy’s customs sys-

tem was issued on 2 January 1788.15 

Whilst several of the reforms initiated by Joseph II were blocked after 

his death, the tariff reform was confirmed in its general provisions, and it 

was also the basis on which discussion resumed on the organization of cus-

toms policy, and economic policy in general once the Napoleonic storm had 

passed.  

After the Congress of Vienna, still excluded from the tariff system were 

the newly-acquired territories, as well as some old provinces: the Salzburg 

and parts of Upper Austria, the Tyrol and the Vorarlberg, Venice, Lom-

bardy, Illyria, Istria and Dalmatia, Trieste and Fiume, and Hungary.16 

Moreover, the general economic situation was rather complex: post-war de-

flation, the need to reorganize the national budget and monetary circulation, 

some disastrous harvests, and the re-routing of commercial flows in the new 

geopolitical context fuelled a general situation of uncertainty. Yet the essen-

tial features of the Vienna government’s action remained the same. On the 

political-administrative front, the endeavour to extend the central state’s 

powers continued; and on the economic front, the new body created after 

the war to deal with commercial issues, the Kommerzhofkommission, had 

the task of integrating into the monarchy’s economic space those territories 

– old and new – that hitherto had been excluded from it.17 However, the 

strong constraints that the system imposed on foreign trade were damaging 

to numerous provinces – from the Tyrol to Carinthia, from Lombardy to the 

former Venetian state – which had historically consolidated commercial re-

lations outside Habsburg territories or which earned large revenues from 

transit trade.18  

Lombardy, which had a manufacturing and trade system substantially 

more developed than those on average of the monarchy’s other provinces, 

believed that extension of the prohibitive system would damage its econo-

my.19 The former Republic of Venice, for its part, aspired to at least partial 

recovery of its traditional mercantile role; and it wanted Vienna to give it 

the power at least to compete with Trieste – which enjoyed a series of bene-

fits – for maritime traffic. Consequently, Venice certainly did not welcome 

the drastic limitations on trade that the provision would have imposed.20 

Also an alpine province like the Tyrol saw the provision as contrary to 

what it believed to be inalienable political and economic principles. 

                                                           
15  HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 5–7. 

16  Ibid., pp. 1–12. 

17  BEER, Die Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 6–7. 

18  SANDGRUBER, Ökonomie und Politik, pp. 192–193. 

19  HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 93–95; Rupert PICHLER, Die Wirt-

schaft der Lombardei als Teil Österreichs. Wirtschaftspolitik, Außenhandel und in-

dustrielle Interessen 1815–1859, Berlin 1996, pp. 83–130. 

20  HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 96–97. 
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2. POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC UPHEAVALS AND STRATEGIES  

OF MERCANTILE RESISTANCE IN TYROL 

In their successful book Why Nations Fail. The Origins of Power, Prosperi-

ty and Poverty, Daron Acemoǧlu and James A. Robinson cite post-Napo-

leonic Tyrol as exemplifying a situation in which an authoritarian central 

government strongly restricted the autonomous prerogatives of local com-

munities by refusing to grant a constitution.21 In fact, what the Tyroleans 

demanded from Franz I. was not properly, as the two authors seem to be-

lieve, a modern text guaranteeing individual rights, but rather confirmation 

of the old Landesordnung codifying the traditional estate-based order.22 Af-

ter having long enjoyed a particular status due to dynastic vicissitudes – but 

also due to its outlying position with respect to the heart of the Habsburg 

territories – and because it believed that its resistance to the Franco-

Bavarian occupiers had earned it credit, after the peace treaty the Tyrol in-

stead found itself fully caught up by the standardization process carried 

forward by Vienna. This was the case in both political-institutional and 

economic terms, and it radically undermined the idea of speciality and 

broad autonomy that for centuries had been embraced by the Tyrolean rul-

ing class.23 

As regards trade, the creation of a single customs space comprising, be-

sides the old provinces also Lombardy-Venetia, seemed to open interesting 

prospects for the Tyrolean commercial operators, and for those of the Bol-

zano fairs in particular, given their embeddedness in international trade cir-

cuits. Nevertheless, the complex but inexorable extension of the prohibitive 

system to the Tyrol and the ‘new provinces’ hit Bolzano and its markets ex-

tremely hard. If one also considers the changes taking place in the main 

transit routes and the incapacity of local entrepreneurs to adapt their busi-

                                                           
21 Daron ACEMOǦLU / James A. ROBINSON, Why Nations Fail. The Origins of Power, 

Prosperity and Poverty, New York 2013, p. 224.  

22  See Brigitte MAZOHL, Zwischen Reichsverfassung und Staatsabsolutismus: Regieren 

in Zentrum und Peripherie in den Krisenjahren um 1800, in: M. BELLABARBA et al. 

(eds.), Eliten in Tirol zwischen Ancien Régime und Vormärz / Le élites in Tirolo tra 

Antico Regime e Vormärz, Innsbruck, Bozen 2010, pp. 31–59; Richard SCHOBER, 

Storia della Dieta Tirolese 1816–1818, Trento 1987, pp. 1–21; Albert JÄGER, Tirols 

Rückkehr unter Österreich und seine Bemühungen zur Wiedererlangung der alten 

Landesrecht von 1813 bis 1816, Wien 1871. 

23  On how the Restoration period contributed to defining a new idea of the Land also 

among the Tyroleans themselves see Hans HEISS, Ein neuses Land. Tirol in Restaura-

tion und Vormärz, in: Ellen HASTABA / Siegfried DE RACHEWILTZ (eds.), Für Freiheit, 

Wahrheit und Recht! Jospeh Ennemoser und Jakob Philipp Fallmereyer. Tirol von 

1809 bis 1848/49, Innsbruck 2009, pp. 33–48. On the Staatswerdung process in Tyrol 

see Reinhard STAUBER, Der Zentralstaat an seine Grenzen. Administrative Integration, 

Herrschaftswechsel und politische Kultur im südlichen Alpenraum 1750–1820, Göt-

tingen 2001; for the southern part of the Land in the previous period see also Miriam 

J. LEVY, Governance and Grievance. Habsburg Policy and Italian Tyrol in the Eight-

eenth Century, West Lafayette 1988. 
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nesses, the factors that caused the definitive demise of what had been the 

principal commercial centre of the Alps are evident. 

Due to its position and the development of frontiers and communication 

routes, the Tyrol had always had closer commercial ties with foreign coun-

tries than with the provinces of the Habsburg monarchy; and also transit 

trade mainly involved foreign goods.24 In 1779, for example, in terms of 

weight only 16% of the goods imported into Tyrol came from the hereditary 

provinces (the Erbländer, i.e. the Austro-Bohemian provinces). In 1801 the 

percentage was just below 15%, while that of exports was 7%. Information 

in terms of value is also available for that year: in this case, trade with the 

hereditary countries amounted to 26.8% of the total as regards imports and 

29.4% for exports.25 Also the transit trade – the services tied to which con-

stituted an important item in a trade balance chronically in deficit, and for 

which the Bolzano fairs were hubs – recorded similar figures.26 Again in 

1801, it seems from the data that only 5% of the goods in transit originated 

from, or were bound for, the hereditary countries.27  

Give these factors, application of the prohibitive system also in Tyrol 

raised a considerable threat to its economy. Already in February 1814, and 

therefore a few months after the Austrian troops had returned to the Tyrol 

after the Franco-Bavarian occupation, Anton Leopold Roschmann, the Aus-

trian government commissioner, sent a memorandum to Vienna in which he 

set out the reasons for according special status to the Tyrol.28 Reintroduced 

in the Land at that time were the 1786 duty rates, which seemed to ensure 

the best results “from both the commercial and cameralist points of view”, 

i.e. for both the economy and the treasury. The contention was that, given 

the Tyrol’s particular position and the general weakness of the province’s 

production system due to its mountainous terrain, the Tyrol required treat-

ment which bore in mind the need to preserve the central importance of 

transit trade.  

In those months discussion began among Innsbruck, Bolzano, Vienna, 

Venice and Milan on the positioning of the Tyrol, Lombardy and Venetia in 

                                                           
24  Fundamental is the analysis conducted by Angelo MOIOLI, Aspetti del commercio di 

transito del Tirolo nella seconda metà del Settecento, in: Cesare MOZZARELLI / Giu-

seppe OLMI (eds.), Il Trentino nel settecento tra Sacro Romano Impero e antichi stati 

italiani, Bologna 1985, pp. 805–899. 

25  The most important items imported from the hereditary countries in 1801 were, in de-

creasing order, ordinary wool cloth, cereals, and salt, which accounted for more than 

56% of total imports. As regards exports from the Tyrol to the Erbländer, yarns and 

articles in silk predominated, representing more than 67% of the total. On these data 

see Andrea BONOLDI, La fiera e il dazio. Economia e politica commerciale nel Tirolo 

del secondo Settecento, Trento 1999, pp. 339–375 and 382–394. 

26  Ibid., pp. 361–375. 

27  Ibid., p. 165. 

28  Apb, Amm 2.7.54, cc. 522r–526v. The document is also interesting because on other 

matters Roschmann was decidedly less amenable to the claims of the Tyrolean ruling 

class. See also BEER, Die Österreichische Handelspolitik, p. 9. 
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Habsburg commercial and customs policies. Evident from the documents is 

the conflict between local interests, which wanted to maintain existing trade 

relations, and the intention of Vienna, which, as said, was to consolidate 

domestic trade to the detriment of foreign trade.29 It was a debate in which 

more strictly economic reasons were often subordinate to political ones: that 

is, to the central government’s determination to impose uniformity on all 

the crown’s territories.  

In such circumstances, those with an interest in maintaining the old 

model of Tyrolean transit trade had rather limited room for manoeuvre. 

Since its institution in 1635, the Merchant Court of Bolzano had constantly 

treated with the political power, managing to secure conditions favourable 

for mercantile activity. This had been made possible by a series of factors 

that gave the fair operators a position of strength in negotiations. Firstly, 

undoubtedly important was the fact that in the early phase of the Court’s 

history, the political frame of reference was essentially that of the princely 

county of Tyrol, a broadly autonomous territory governed by a branch of 

the Habsburgs, for which the transit trade was a crucial source of revenue. 

Moreover, the difficult situation of the archducal finances provided the 

merchants – who thanks to their embeddedness in the international financial 

circuit were able to earn large sums to remedy the public debt – with an im-

portant bargaining counter in the negotiations. Even when, in 1665, the Ty-

rolean line of the Habsburgs was extinguished and title to the county passed 

directly to the emperor, the merchants continued to finance the territorial 

prince generously. For example, in the period between 1710 and 1769 the 

Merchant Court brokered loans for the treasury which amounted to the huge 

sum of more than 3,320,000 florins.30  

The fair operators, who were forged in the hard school of international 

trade and whose network of relations centred on Verona to the south and 

Augsburg to the north,31 had over the years shown considerable diplomatic 

skill in representing their interests to Innsbruck and Vienna.  

In 1780, Joseph II sought to impose on the Tyrol a tariff system that 

would restrict transit trade and strengthen links with the rest of the monar-

chy. But thanks to forceful action, combined with the support of the provin-

cial estates and the contribution of substantial financial resources, the Bol-

zano operators succeeded in the difficult task of persuading the emperor to 

change his mind, so that briefly reinstated in 1783 was the 1766 tariff sys-

tem, followed by a new one in 1786. The danger to Bolzano commerce had 

                                                           
29  For an overview see Apb, Amm, 2.7.54, cc. 515r–574r. 

30  Andrea BONOLDI, Dinamiche di mercato e mutamenti istituzionali alle fiere di Bolza-

no, in: Idem / Markus A. DENZEL (eds.), Bozen im Messenetz Europas (17.–19. Jahr-

hundert) / Bolzano nel sistema fieristico europeo (secc. XVI-XIX), Bolzano 2007, pp. 

101–121, here: p. 109. 

31  Between 1633 and 1850, appointed to the Bolzano Merchant Court were Veronese 

merchants on 242 occasions and operators from Augsburg on 130. See Guido CANALI, 

Il Magistrato mercantile di Bolzano e gli Statuti delle Fiere, in: Archivio per l’Alto 

Adige 37, 1942, pp. 5–197, here: pp. 143–171. 
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been indeed real: removing the concessions for transit trade would have 

greatly reduced the competitiveness of the fairs and the Tyrolean route for 

Italian-German commerce, which had already partly shifted to other routes 

to the east because of the strengthening of Trieste’s role, and to the west be-

cause of Swiss mercantile dynamism.32 

However, the victory of the fair operators was only partial. In that same 

year of 1786, the centralizing action of Josephism substantially reduced the 

judicial autonomy of the Merchant Court, which lost the second degree of 

adjudication to the Bolzano court of nobles. Franz Georg von Kees, the able 

jurist who conducted the discussion on introducing this change in Bolzano 

on behalf of Vienna, argued that it was inevitable given “the principle of 

uniform legislation on the basis which their majesties reign over their terri-

tories”.33 This was an evident declaration of war against the particularism of 

the ancien régime, of which the privileges of the Bolzano fairs derived. 

There followed the tormented Napoleonic period. Bolzano first came 

under Bavarian domination (December 1805); but then the Treaty of Paris 

(February 1810) established the Tyrol’s dismemberment: the southern part 

was transferred to the Kingdom of Italy, assuming the denomination “Di-

partimento dell’Alto Adige”. This is not the place for detailed reconstruc-

tion of those events.34 But it is evident that, although the two new admin-

istrations recognized the economic importance of the Bolzano market and 

preserved some of the privileges granted to the Merchant Court, they further 

weakened its position and prerogatives – despite the diplomatic action once 

again undertaken by the Court in Innsbruck, Munich and Milan. Moreover, 

as well as the political space, also modified in this brief period was the 

range of mercantile action, which succumbed to the effects of the continen-

tal system and the recasting of agreements and alliances. 

The voluminous documentation on the strategies adopted by the mer-

chants to counter this risk contains elements that should be emphasised be-

cause they were long-period factors in the Court’s political action in Vien-

na, Innsbruck, Munich and Milan; and they also conditioned the content of 

the negotiations. The first factor was an information asymmetry: the fair 

operators for long enjoyed a clear advantage as regards information on the 

trend in fair traffic. The excise administration had only partial knowledge, 

and the political offices often turned to the Merchant Court for information 

and opinions on economic matters. This position was obviously exploited to 

                                                           
32  See BONOLDI, La fiera e il dazio, pp. 252–337.  

33  “jenem Geist der Einförmigkeit in der Gesetzgebung, nach welchem Sn. Majestt. Ihre 

Länder beherrschen”; Apb, Amm, 3.7.35, c. 258. On this episode see STAUBER, Der 

Zentralstaat an seine Grenzen, pp. 261–274. 

34  On the economic aspects of this phase see Andrea LEONARDI, La struttura economica 

dell’area trentino-tirolese al tramonto dell’ancien régime, in: BELLABARBA et al. 

(eds.), Eliten in Tirol, pp. 201–220. On the state of trade see Andrea BONOLDI, Tra 

Stato e mercato: commercio e istituzioni nel Tirolo meridionale in età napoleonica, in 

ibidem, p. 221–237. See also Margot HAMM, Die bayerische Integrationspolitik in Ti-

rol 1806–1814, München 1996. 
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their advantage by the Bolzano fair operators, who often represented the 

situation to the authorities in self-serving manner. Connected to this aspect 

was a rhetorical element in the discussion between the central authorities 

and the Court: the myth of a golden age. A recurrent feature of the Court’s 

various appeals was reference to a previous period in which trade had been 

better. In the 1780 petitions, this period was that of the 1760s; in those to 

the king of Bavaria it was the years prior to the occupation. Somewhat sur-

prisingly, after the return to Austria, even described as positive were the 

years of the Franco-Bavarian occupation. The reasoning was as follows: in 

the past there had been fewer constraints on commercial activity, and busi-

ness was better; consequently, the merchants should be given a free hand. 

Another distinctive feature of the mercantile discourse was the use of rhe-

torical devices – and at times also of financial means – aimed at captatio 

benevolentiae with regard to the sovereign or the officials to whom the peti-

tions were addressed. Besides the formal declarations of devotion – first to 

the Habsburgs, then to the King of Bavaria, then to Napoleon,35 and then 

again to the Habsburgs – the aim was often to show that freedom for Bolza-

no commerce was not in conflict with the objectives of the government’s 

economic policies.  

As said, this approach proved efficacious for a long time. Nevertheless, 

its efficacy decreased with the changes in the institutional structure and the 

political culture of the Habsburg administration, and with the weakening of 

the economic position of the local mercantile elite, which in the second half 

of the 1700s had taken full control of the transit trade and the fairs. 

In a long report sent in January 1818 to the Tyrolean administration, but 

intended for Vienna, the Merchant Court – with the support of Tyrol’s gov-

ernor Count Ferdinand Bissingen36 – proposed a far-reaching reorganization 

of the Tyrolean transit system in which there was the evident intent of de-

scribing a happy past marked by the freedom of trade: 

“Founded on this unrestricted competition among all merchants and all commodities with-

out distinction, on this liberty and facility of sale and trade existing for centuries and con-

stantly confirmed with paternal concern [by the territorial princes], were the fairs of Bolza-

no, being the natural centres for trade between Germany and Italy [...]. Present in Bolzano 

at fairtime were buyers and sellers from Hamburg to Sicily: Swiss, Dutch, Saxon mer-

chants offered their fabrics in flax, wool and cotton, the Lucchesi and the Genovesi their 

cloth in velvet and silk, and English and French representatives [...] gave life to the market 

[...]. For every fair, the inflow of foreign merchants amounted on average to 1000 individu-

                                                           
35  For instance, the Merchant Court, temporarily transformed into a Chamber of Com-

merce, wrote thus to Bonaparte on 4 March 1812: “Indelebili saranno i sentimenti di 

gratitudine, e devozione verso l’Augusta Vostra Persona, o generoso Principe, - noi 

gareggeremo sempre coi più antichi sudditi di S. M. nel provare al Governo il nostro 

più sincero attaccamento” (Indelible are our sentiments of gratitude and devotion to-

wards your August Person, o generous Prince - we shall always compete with your 

most ancient subjects in endeavouring to demonstrate our sincerest loyalty to the 

Government). Apb, Amm, 3.7.50 unnumbered sheets (fasc. 12). 

36  BEER, Die Österreichische Handelspolitik, p. 9. 
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als, the quantity of goods transacted every year at the market amounted to 30, 40 thousand 

hundreds [1,680-2,240 tonnes]”.37  

However, comparison with figures available on the Tyrolean transit 

trade – although the heterogeneous survey criteria employed counsel cau-

tion – suggests that the numbers of traders at the fairs and the goods trans-

acted were exaggerated, even if perhaps more for the former than for the 

latter.38  

The data available for certain years between 1775 and 1803 indicate an 

overall transit through the Tyrol ranging from 3,861 tonnes in 1775 to 5,980 

in 1801. 

 

 

Table 1: Transit of foreign goods across the Tyrol 1775–1803 (hundreds of 

Viennese pounds – equivalents in tonnes) 

Year 1775 1777 1779 1780 1781 1801 1803 

Hundreds 68,958 90,341 95,281 103,814 94,376 164,205 106,781 

Tonnes 3,861 5,059 5,336 5,813 5,285 9,195 5,980 

Source: BONOLDI, La fiera, p. 363; MOIOLI, Aspetti, pp. 882–887 

 

 

Considering only transit through the city of Bolzano, a 1818 reconstruction 

furnishes the following data: 

 

 

Table 2: Transit of goods through the town of Bolzano 1800–1816 

Year 1800 1801 1802 1806 1807 1808 1814 1815 1816 

Hundreds 67,019 75,430 60,927 84,661 91,973 90,364 82,406 88,211 72,531 

Tonnes 3,753 4,224 3,412 4,741 5,151 5,060 4,615 4,940 4,062 

Source: Apb, Amm, 3.7, 55, cc. 519–520; BONOLDI, Tra Stato e mercato, p. 236. 

 

 

                                                           
37  “Auf dieser völlig ungehinderten Konkurrenz aller Kaufleuten und Waaren ohne Un-

terschied, - auf dieser seit Jahrhunderten bestehenden, und stäts wieder mit landesvä-

terlicher Sorgfalt aufrecht erhaltenden Freyheit und Leichtigkeit des gegenseitigen 

Verkaufs und Austausches beruhten die Märkte von Botzen, als der natürliche Stapel-

platze zwischen Deutschland und Italien […]. Damals erschienen in Botzen zur Zeit 

der Messen Käufer und Verkäufer von Hamburg bis Sizilien: die Schweitzer, die Hol-

länder, die Sachsen bothen ihre Leinwand- Woll- und Baumwollwaren, die Luccheser 

und Genueser ihre Sammt- und Seidenstoffen zum Verkauf aus, englische und franzö-

sische Musterreiter […] belebten den Markt […] Man konnte im Durchschnitt an jeder 

Messe den Zusammenfluß fremder Kaufleute auf 1000 Individuen, die Masse des jä-

hrlich abgesetzten Bozner Marktgutes auf 30, bis 40 tausend Centern anschlagen”; 

Apb, Amm, 3.7, 55, cc. 319v–320v. See also CANALI, Il Magistrato mercantile, p. 

111. 

38  See MOIOLI, Aspetti, and BONOLDI, La fiera, pp. 361–375. 
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Table 2 also includes products destined for domestic consumption.39 For 

1815, however, figures are also available for transit trade alone: in that year 

there passed ‘directly’ (i.e. without stopping at the fair) through the Bolzano 

customs around 2,881 tonnes (51,442 hundreds) of goods, and 654 tonnes 

(11.675 hundreds) for fair-bound transit, for a total of 3,535 tons (63,118 

hundreds).40 Thus transit as a whole accounted for around 71.5% of goods 

movements. Twenty years later, in 1833, there are reports of passages for 

Bolzano of goods amounting to 5,811 tonnes, of which 2,326.5 tonnes were 

transit goods.41 Ten years later, in 1843, total traffic ascending and descend-

ing the Verona-Bolzano highway was reportedly 300,000 hundreds per 

year, or around 16,800 tonnes, excluding livestock, timber, and cereals.42 

These data, despite their heterogeneity, indicate a general growth of transit 

across the Tyrol, but with an increasing incidence of products destined for 

consumption within the territories of the monarchy, while the volume of fair 

traffic seems to have been rather modest already in 1815. 

In a detailed study published around thirty years ago, Angelo Moioli 

showed that, even in the final decades of the 1700s, despite the complaints 

of the merchants, transit was still substantial. And even in the turbulent Na-

poleonic period, amid changes of regime, war on land and sea, and conti-

nental blockades, the Tyrol route seems to have maintained its important 

role in transalpine transit. But there were indubitably changes due to that 

particular conjuncture. Whilst in the years between 1795 and 1806 transits 

were affected by warfare, it is also true that the diversion of maritime flows 

to overland routes had favourable consequences for Tyrolean commerce. 

There was, for example, the consolidation of the route between the Adriatic 

ports – Venice and especially Trieste – and central Europe via Cortina 

d’Ampezzo, the Pustertal and the Brenner, and which was important above 

all for raw materials like raw cotton from the Levant and colonial products. 

The route was further developed by the Austrians in 1820s, thereby divert-

ing significant amounts of traffic from Bolzano.43 In the years of the Bavar-
                                                           
39  The figures refer to the total of goods transiting through the Bolzano customs. They 

therefore also include goods for domestic consumption, which, however, according to 

the excise offices, corresponded to only one-seventh of the total. Moreover, an almost 

equal amount of goods was not registered because duty had already been paid on them 

at the frontier posts or at other excise offices. Apb, Amm 3.7, 55, c. 518r. 

40  Apb, Amm, 3.7, 54, cc. 61–68. 

41  Rudolf SIEGL, Der Merkantilmagistrat von Bozen (1635–1851), in: Das Merkantilge-

bäude und der Merkantilmagistrat in Bozen: anläßlich des zweihundertjährigen Be-

standes des Hauses, Wien 1908, pp. 9-21, here: p. 14. 

42  Apb, Amm, 3.7.66, cc. 149r–151r. 

43  This was in the years 1801–1803. MOIOLI, Aspetti, pp. 896–899 and BONOLDI, La fie-

ra, pp. 365–366. At the end of the 1830s the merceological composition of ascending 

(from south to north) traffic was unchanged, while descending traffic, bound mainly 

for the port of Trieste, comprised industrial products from southern Germany and Bel-

gium: see Johann Jakob STAFFLER, Tirol und Vorarlberg statistisch und topogra-

phisch, mit geschichtlichen Bemerkungen, I, Innsbruck 1839, pp. 426–427. See also 

HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 124–126. 
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ian occupation the continental system consolidated; however, the effects 

were mitigated to some extent by a rather liberal customs policy adopted by 

Munich. In the period between 1810 and 1813, when Bolzano became part 

of the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy, the decline in the volume of traffic of 

traditional textiles products was off-set by government intervention to foster 

the transit of foodstuffs and raw materials, and by the assignment to Bolza-

no operators of army supply contracts.44 In short, it seems that that the 

Court exaggerated the risks to Tyrolean transit in order to maintain ancient 

privileges. 

Another rhetorical device employed by the Bolzano Court was to stress 

the dangers deriving from the expansion of routes alternative to the Tyrole-

an highway, particularly those traversing the Swiss passes between such 

towns as Chiavenna and Chur. During the 1700s, action to restrict projects 

to expand those routes, which allayed the fears of the Tyroleans, was also 

taken with some success. 

But two projects simultaneously undertaken in 1818–1823 seemed to 

create a communications system indeed able to divert important volumes of 

traffic from the Tyrol: the development of the highways over the San Ber-

nardino and Splügen passes. The two routes had competed against each oth-

er at least since 1713, when the transfer of Lombardy to Austria had facili-

tated traffic over the Splügen Pass, while Piedmont was interested in the 

San Bernardino Pass, which gave direct access to the Rhineland avoiding 

the Habsburg territories. 45 At that time, however, the two routes did not 

seem to constitute a serious danger to the Tyrol, firstly because they served 

partly different kinds of traffic, and secondly because they were technically 

much more difficult and slower than the Brenner and Reschen highways. 

The two Swiss passes, in fact, could not be crossed with wagons, and goods 

had to be transported by pack animals. This task was undertaken by so-

called ‘porti’, organizations of a corporative nature created by peasants in 

the valleys with access to the passes and which had monopoly on transit 

along the stretches of highway that they controlled.46 But between 1819 and 

1822 the two roads were radically modernized and paved for vehicles. The 

Tyroleans feared that this development, together with the harshness of the 

                                                           
44  Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, cc. 323r–328v. 

45  Hermann KELLENBENZ, Lindau und die Alpenpässe, in: Franz HUTER / Georg ZWA-

NOWETZ (eds.), Erzeugung, Verkehr und Handel in der Geschichte der Alpenländer, 

Innsbruck 1977, pp. 199–219, here: p. 217. For a long-period overview on transit over 

the Alpine passes see Herbert HASSINGER, Zur Vekehrsgeschichte der Alpenpässe in 

vorindustrieller Zeit, in: Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 66, 

1979, pp. 441–465; see also HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 122–124, 

and Hildegard WEISS, Über die Verlagerung von Transit Handelswegen zwischen 

Deutschland und Oberitalien um die Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts, in: Wilhelm ABEL 

(ed.), Wirtschaft, Geschichte und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, Stuttgart 1966, pp. 206–226, 

and MOIOLI, Aspetti, pp. 432–436. 

46  See in general Jürg SIMONETT, Verkehrserneuerung und Verkehrsverlagerung in 

Graubünden. Die “Untere Strasse” im 19. Jahrhundert, Chur 1986. 
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prohibitive system imposed by Vienna, would shift a large amount of transit 

trade to the Swiss passes.47 In May 1816, Bolzano delegates declared to a 

commission created by the governor of the Tyrol to discuss customs tariffs 

that, because of the increases imposed, many silk products manufactured in 

Tuscany, Genoa, Bologna, eastern Lombardy and Venetia, as well as Le-

vantine spices and commodities, which had previously transited through the 

Tyrol, would now be diverted to the Swiss routes.48 In May 1822, Josef 

Kinsele, a leading representative of the Bolzano Merchant Court and the 

town’s patriciate,49 presented a report to the Diet of Innsbruck on the state 

of trade. The report argued that construction of the highway over the San 

Bernardino Pass, under an agreement between the Grisonese and the King-

dom of Sardinia, would divert transalpine commercial flows to that route 

and then to the port of Genoa, thereby damaging not only the Tyrol but also 

Trieste and Venice.50 In September of the same year, the Bolzano mer-

chants, following issue of the new customs tariffs for transit goods, wrote to 

the Tyrolean government asking for their suspension, both to curb the shift 

of traffic to the Swiss passes, which they claimed had already begun, and 

because a similar provision had already been granted in the previous month 

for goods transiting over the Splügen Pass.51 Nevertheless, however well-

founded these fears may have been, the available data on transit seem to 

show an at least partly different situation. It has already been said that a sig-

nificant reduction of Tyrolean transit does not seem to have occurred. In-

deed, in the subsequent decades the traffic apparently increased to a signifi-

cant extent. At the same time, the data on transit through the Grisons do not 

seem to indicate a radical shift of flows. In fact, in the period 1818-1825 the 

annual average of transits was 3,274 tonnes52 – a volume decidedly smaller 

than that recorded in the previous decades by the Tyrol as a whole, but also 

by Bolzano on its own. And whilst it is true that in the decade 1823–1832, 

immediately after the opening of the two highways, transit through the Gri-

sons seems to have increased by more than 40%, this was apparently not to 

the detriment of the Tyrolean route.53 

In short, one gains the impression that, neither in the years of the Napo-

leonic wars nor in the period that followed, was there a tendency for com-

merce along the Tyrolean routes to diminish – although one may presume 

                                                           
47  Also in the Grison Alps modernization of the transit system – as well as the construc-

tion of roads, to be mentioned the liberalization of transport business enacted in 1835 

– would have a severe impact on traditional activities like those of the ‘porti’. Jürg 

SIMONETT, Verkehrserneuerung, pp. 38–64. 

48  Apb, Amm, 2.7.54, c. 552v. 

49  On Kinsele see Rudolf VON GRANICHSTAEDTEN-CZERVA, Bozener Kaufherren (1550–

1850). Ihre Geschichte und ihre Familien, Görlitz 1941, p. 69. 

50  Apb, Amm, 2.7.56, c. 727r. 

51  Apb, Amm, 2.7.58, cc. 87r–97v. 

52  See the data in SIMONETT, Verkehrserneuerung, p. 77. 

53  In fact, there was an increase from 3,532 tonnes in 1823 to 4,971 tonnes in 1832; ibid. 
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that, after the Tyrol’s return to Austria, foreign goods were at least partly 

replaced by domestic products. In his statistical description of the Tyrol and 

the Vorarlberg, which came out in several volumes from 1839 onwards, Jo-

hann Jakob Staffler spoke of a large transit trade able to yield significant in-

comes for numerous professional categories in the Land.54 Instead, what 

seems evident is the inexorable decline of the Bolzano fairs, which, besides 

the fact that they were based on a business model by now outmoded,55 suf-

fered the effects of the prohibitive system. The desperate defence raised by 

the Bolzano merchants was therefore a rearguard action to protect their cen-

tral role in transalpine trade that they were losing. 

3. THE END OF THE FAIR 

The fairs had indeed already changed in the previous decades. Whilst until 

the mid-1700s, fair business, and with it the main offices of the Merchant 

Court, had been the apanage of the merchant houses of Verona and Augs-

burg, with the second half of the century clearly predominant was a power-

ful group of families resident in Bolzano, often tied together by matrimonial 

bonds, which acted as commissioners and brokers in trade between Italy 

and Germany, and they also dominated the town by controlling the principal 

political appointments.56 The group consisted of merchants – Menz, Graff, 

Zallinger etc. – with excellent reputations, certainly competent from the 

technical point of view, and endowed with structures (warehouses) and fi-

nancial resources. A shrewd observer, Johann Facchini, a commission agent 

for the textiles manufacturers of Vienna and Lower Austria described the 

Bolzano merchants thus in a report sent to the Kommerzhofkommission at 

the beginning of 1819: “They live entirely for their businesses, they are 

great experts in commodities, careful calculators, cautious speculators, very 

precise in commerce, very punctual and correct in respecting agree-

                                                           
54  STAFFLER, Tirol und Vorarlberg, 425–429. Staffler, who was a Tyrolean government 

functionary, was mainly concerned that the railway lines being planned between Ven-

ice and Milan and the Swiss ones would exclude the Tyrol from the main traffic 

routes. 

55  They are expressly cited in Fernand BRAUDEL, Civiltà materiale, economia e capitali-

smo (secoli XV-XVIII): i giochi dello scambio, Torino 1982, pp. 65–66. 

56  See Andrea BONOLDI, I signori della fiera: le famiglie mercantili bolzanine del XVIII 

secolo tra politica ed economia, in: Pascal LADNER / Gabriel IMBODEN (eds.), Al-

penländischer Kapitalismus in vorindustrieller Zeit, Brig 2004, pp. 23–54. For the first 

decades of the 1800s see also Florian HUBER, “de heren von Botzen … une espèce de 

noblesse subalterne”. Eliten in Bozen: Beharrung und Wandel zwischen 1800 und 

1820, in: BELLABARBA et al. (eds.), Eliten in Tirol, pp. 241–265. 
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ments”.57 Yet on their own these qualities were not enough for the Bolzano 

merchants to respond efficaciously to the ongoing changes – perhaps by di-

versifying their businesses. The local families had taken over the fair traffic 

in the second half of the 1700s in a period when the Bolzano fairs were un-

dergoing a sort of genetic mutation. For centuries they had been mainly 

hubs of interchange between products from Italy – silk fabrics and yarns, 

colonial products etc. – and goods from central-northern Europe, and they 

were managed primarily by Veronese and Augsburger merchants. With the 

final decades of the 1700s, however, the markets increasingly assumed the 

features of an emporium to which the Italians – partly employing funds ob-

tained from the silk trade (most of which, however, now followed different 

routes) – came to purchase a wide variety of fabrics from England, Holland, 

France and the German area, with the merchant families of Bolzano acting 

as brokers. Essential for this purpose was the availability of credit: the Bol-

zano brokers financed the trade by granting delays of payment for six, nine 

and even twelve months so that the Italian purchasers could resell the goods 

on their own markets and then pay for them.58 In short, sold at the Bolzano 

fairs were mostly products from the more developed manufacturing areas of 

central-northern Europe, while the traffic ascending from the Mediterranean 

area now largely transited through different channels. 

In the decades spanning 1800, therefore, the merchant families that con-

trolled the Bolzano fairs had been able to react at least temporarily to 

changes in the transit flows by adapting their business. However, the exten-

sion of the prohibitive system to the Tyrol threatened to bring this evolution 

to a halt. After various signals, in fact, an interpretative note (Erläuterung) 

of 24 November 1817 introduced in the Tyrol, too, the prohibition on the re-

tail for consumption of foreign goods in wool, cotton and silk stocked in 

merchants’ warehouses outside the province in which they were located.59 

The purpose of this provision was evidently to combat the huge contraband 

in these products which continued to take place despite the strict control 

measures.  

This was an extremely severe restriction for the Bolzano fairs. To en-

sure the wide assortment of goods that was one of the crucial factors in at-

tracting Italian buyers, the Bolzano merchants stocked large quantities of 

goods in their warehouses, the majority of which goods were of the type 

blocked by the decree. A report sent to Vienna valued the forbidden goods 

at the enormous sum of around two million florins, and they consisted 

largely of wool and cotton fabrics of English, Dutch, French, Saxon and 

                                                           
57  “Sie leben ganz in und für ihre Geschäfte, sind grosse Waarenkenner, richtige Calku-

lanten, hutsame Speculanten, sehr genau im Handel, sehr pünktlich u. rechtlich nach 

geschlossener Uibereinkunft”; Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, c. 1013r. 

58  Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, c. 1014r. 

59  The alarmed description of the provision’s effects on the fairs from the point of view 

of the Merchant Court is set out in a report sent on 30 June 1818 to the Circle (Kreis). 

Apb, Amm 3.7.55, cc. 63r–70v. 
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Swiss origin.60 Throughout the following year, intense efforts were made to 

have the provision amended,61 while the Kommerzhofkommission reques-

ted, through the Tyrolean government, the constant monitoring of trade vol-

umes at the fairs in order to verify the effects of the new regulations.62 Ob-

viously, the representatives of the fair merchants described the situation in 

the gloomiest terms, and in subsequent reports they stressed that the block 

had driven away most of the Italian buyers. But the correspondence also 

took pains to point out that the provision was also contrary to the objectives 

of the prohibitive system. In fact, the block on the forbidden goods in the 

warehouses had immobilized a large amount of capital, so that the Bolzano 

merchants did not have the financial means to purchase national products. 

Therefore, if the intention was to have domestic goods replace foreign ones, 

it was necessary at least temporarily to de-control the sale of the latter. Oth-

erwise the Italian buyers would not come to the fair, which would cause the 

almost complete stagnation of business.63  

On 30 June 1818, upon invitation to describe the finances of the Corpus 

Domini fair, the Court wrote that “Once flourishing and renowned in the 

mercantile world, the Bolzano fair now resembles the annual market of a 

small country town”.64 Apart from the usual rhetorical strategy, apparent in 

this statement – and generally in the documentation of those years – is a 

clear perception that an epoch was drawing to a close. For even if the action 

taken to obtain abolition of the specific prohibition was finally successful 

with the provision of 21 November 1818, many obstacles to trade with the 

provinces of Lombardy-Venetia still remained: in substance, the creation of 

a homogeneous customs space was anything but achieved.65 To demon-

strate the national provenance of goods, it was necessary for them to be ac-

companied by certificates whose issue and control, however, was particular-

ly convoluted – also because the customs administration was accused of be-

ing slow and pointlessly formal in dealing with the paperwork.66 The fight 

against contraband – which was obviously the principal problem of this type 

                                                           
60  Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, c. 1012v. 

61  Already on 11 December 1817 an entreaty was sent to the court to emphasise the dif-

ficulties that the provision would create and to request its suspension. Apb, Amm 

3.7.55, c. 637r–673r. 

62  Apb, Amm, 3.7.56, c. 57r. 

63  Apb, Amm, 3.7.56, c. 57r. 

64  “Die einst blühende, und in der merkantilischen Welt bekannte Messe von Bozen, 

gleicht demnach dem Jahrmarkte eines einsamen Fleckens auf dem Land”; Apb, 

Amm, 3.7.56, 63v–64r. 

65  For an assessment of the difficult process of extending the rules of the prohibitive sys-

tem, see again HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, p. 113 with BEER, Die 

Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 13–15. 

66  See e.g. Apb, Amm, 3.7.56, cc. 59r–60r; 3.7.57, cc. 361r–363r. 
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of system – proved particularly difficult.67 For 1817, it was calculated that, 

in the ratio between the revenues and expenses of the actions undertaken to 

combat excise duty fraud (particularly the compulsory stamping of all na-

tional goods), expenses exceeded revenues by around 50,000 florins.68  

However, another serious problem for Bolzano was the fact that domes-

tic goods, which were supposed to replace foreign ones, were unable to 

compete with the latter on either quality or price. Moreover, in their rela-

tionships with the merchants that would have to retail their products, the 

factories of the Erbländer seemed rather negligent in complying with the 

rules of punctuality and correctness to which the Bolzano merchants said 

they were accustomed.69  

In any case, in the midst of a greatly unsettled situation, the Bolzano 

merchants again tried to restructure their businesses. Having lost hope that 

the prohibitive system would be mitigated, they proposed themselves as dis-

tributors for Lombardy-Venetia of the products of the Austrian (particularly 

Lower Austrian), Bohemian, Moravian, and Silesian textiles manufactures. 

They did so firstly by forging relations with the already-mentioned Johann 

Facchini, who had undertaken a journey through northern Italy and the Ty-

rol on behalf of various textiles producers in the hereditary provinces, send-

ing reports to the Kommerzhofkommission, and who visited Bolzano in De-

cember-January of 1818–1819.70 In the following years, the Bolzano mer-

chants sought to pursue this strategy, but the outcome was that, after several 

attempts, the Austrian manufacturers were no longer seen at the fairs, which 

by now had entered a downward spiral of decline.71  

In the meantime, on 1 September 1822, the unitary tariff system for the 

transit of goods valid for all the provinces of the empire, excluding Dalma-

tia, had at last been issued.72 However, the provision – whose purpose was 

finally to impose uniform regulation on a matter so crucial for trade, and 

which was intended to be an important component of the overall structure 

of the prohibitive system – provoked heated controversy. It did so not so 

much because of the levels of the tariffs as because – once again – of the 

vexatious bureaucratic-administrative prescriptions to which the traffic was 

subject. Although motivated by the praiseworthy intent to curb contraband, 
                                                           
67  On smuggling, with particular regard to the Habsburg monarchy in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, see the stimulating discussion in Edith SAURER, Straße, Schmug-

gel, Lottospiel, Göttingen 1989, pp. 383–477. 

68  See Kommerz-Hof Kommission in Österreich, in: Hesperus: Encyclopädische Zeit-

schrift für gebildete Leser, 68, 20 March 1823, pp. 269–270, here: p. 270. 

69  See Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, cc. 1016v; 3.7.56, cc. 766v–767r, 790rv. 

70  HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, p. 98, n.34. Testimonies on the relation-

ships between the Merchant Court and Facchini, in Apb, Amm, 3.7.55, cc. 1004r–

1016v. 

71  Apb, Amm, 3.7.56 cc. 760r–803v; 3.7.57, cc. 356r–406v; 737r–757r; 1179r–1181v; 

1307r–1320v. 

72  Apb, Amm, 3.7.58, cc. 60r–84v; HUDECZEK, Österreichische Handelspolitik, pp. 116–

122. 
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the regulations risked severely hindering traffic.73 This time the Tyroleans 

were not alone in their battle against the tariffs, and all the provinces in-

volved in the transit trade, from Lombardy-Venetia to Bohemia, protested 

vehemently to Vienna. Eventually, the provision was revoked by the em-

peror, and discussion on it would resume only several years later.74 

However, the fate of the fairs was by now sealed. It is evident from the 

reports compiled on their turnover between 1818 and 1824 that what had 

previously been a hub of international trade had inexorably declined into a 

simple wholesale distribution centre for the province. On the supply side, 

the great merchants of southern Germany and Switzerland had not attended 

the fairs for some time, while still active for a few years were the Jewish 

merchants of Hohenems.75 In 1823 also sadly reported was the abandon-

ment of the market by Anton Muralt and Sigmund Haffner, Salzburgian op-

erators present in Bolzano for many years.76 On the demand side, the Italian 

purchasers were by now few in number, whilst still relatively substantial 

was the presence of local and Trentino retailers. In regard to goods transact-

ed, high-priced articles had by now given way to ones of more ordinary 

quality. To confirm this decline, in the summer of 1824 the Viennese 

Hofkammer exempted the Merchant Court from the obligation to compile 

reports on the fairs, given the small amount of trade occurring at them.77 

And two years later, as said in the introduction, the Merchant Court was 

forced drastically to reduce its expenditure. Formally, the institution contin-

ued to perform its role until 1851, when it was succeeded by the Chamber 

of Commerce. But its real importance, like that of the fairs, had been nuga-

tory for at least twenty years. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the decades straddling 1800, the decline of a mercantile market which 

had played a major role in transalpine traffic, and of the institutional struc-

ture that had regulated it for centuries, was due to a combination of exoge-

nous and endogenous causes. Firstly it appears evident that the Bolzano 

model of organization was technically outmoded. The increasing standardi-

zation of textiles products following the mechanization of manufacturing 
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processes, together with the spread of distance sales by agents with samples 

rendered the scheme of the trade fair obsolete. The local merchant houses 

had sought, with some success, to react to this evolution by seeking to turn 

Bolzano into an emporium offering a wide assortment of warehoused goods 

which could be sold on credit. The capacity of the main operators to finance 

purchasers – thanks to their large availability of capital – was a factor cru-

cial in maintaining the Bolzano market’s attractiveness to German, Swiss 

and Austrian sellers, and to Italian buyers. By the end of the 1700s, in fact, 

now considerably reduced were sales at the fairs of goods from the south – 

Italian semi-finished silk articles, raw materials, and Levantine commodi-

ties mediated by the Adriatic ports –which now followed other routes.  

Secondly, added to these dynamics was the turmoil of the Napoleonic 

period, and the effects of the war, changes of sovereignty, and the continen-

tal system. In one way or another, however, the fairs continued to operate, 

and the Merchant Court also managed to resist cancellation of numerous 

ancien régime institutions during the Franco-Bavarian period. 

Eventually decisive were the combined effects of the consolidation of 

the powers of the central Habsburg state and of the rigidly protectionist 

economic policies implemented by Vienna. As space for negotiation with 

the political powers diminished, and with the transit trade drastically re-

stricted, the Bolzano operators tried to become distributors to the Italian 

provinces of Austrian manufacturing products, but with scant success – also 

because, given the extension of the Austrian juridical and economic space, 

it suited operators to shift their business directly to the outlet markets. Not 

surprisingly, therefore, the post-Napoleonic decades saw a considerable 

presence of foreign merchant houses in Verona,78 a city that sought in 1822 

to launch its own trade fair – in evident competition with the declining Bol-

zano markets – specializing in the distribution of Austrian products.79 Here 

of particular significance is the fact that in the early 1820s the merchant 

house that perhaps more than others embodied the Bolzano mercantile tradi-

tion – Georg Anton Menz – although it kept its management in Bolzano 

moved its warehouse to Verona – where in the following decades other 

Bolzano firms, like Mayrl, Hingerle and Holzhammer, conducted busi-

ness.80  

The changes of context, therefore, indubitably disabled the business 

model of the Bolzano fairs, and the local operators reacted by trying to alter 

their strategies. But the action was belated, and it was conditioned by a sub-

stantially conservative approach.81  
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With rare exceptions, the Bolzano merchants were strongly averse to 

manufacturing activity in the modern sense. Yet already in 1761 a leading 

exponent of Bolzano commerce, Franz Gumer, had lucidly explained the 

need to diversify the use of mercantile capital. Gumer observed that increas-

ing quantities of raw cotton were passing through Bolzano on their way to 

manufacturers in Switzerland and south-western Germany, from whence the 

finished textiles returned to Bolzano. And he asked why it was not possible 

to join this circuit by establishing cotton mills directly in Bolzano.82 

In the following decades, however, the Bolzano traders, either because 

they rejected the Viennese policies that sought to stimulate industry to the 

detriment of the transit trade, or because they lacked conviction in the prov-

ince’s industrial capacity, forcefully argued that it would be impossible to 

establish a widespread manufacturing system in the Tyrol.83 In this they 

were supported by the province’s ruling class represented in the Diet. And 

yet some local merchants sought to restructure their businesses into more 

dynamic operations. Johann Jakob Graff, for instance, the owner of a lead-

ing merchant house, and who provoked fierce controversy with his pro-

Bavarian stance, started up a silk factory in Bolzano which employed 200 

people.84 Florian Putzer, an outsider who in the second half of the 1700s 

had assumed ownership of the Holzhammer firm, enormously increasing its 

turnover, was the co-proprietor of a commercial agency in Trieste and of 

two firms operating in the silk trade in Rovereto and Vienna. Moreover, ex-

traordinarily for the Bolzano milieu, Putzer was also active in transatlantic 

trade and massively financed the southern Tyrolean silk industry by grant-

ing large advances to manufacturers.85 These, however, were rather isolated 

cases, and they were also rather unpopular. In fact, no substantial shift of 

capital and abilities to both manufacturing and credit activities took place. It 

is true that a crucial role in the establishment of the first modern factory in 

South Tyrol – the Sankt Anton cotton mill in Bolzano – was performed by 

the last consul of the Merchant Court and the first president of the Chamber 

of Commerce, Franz Xaver Anton Kofler.86 But it was by now 1848, and 
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Bolzano’s mercantile system, attached to past glories, had already been los-

ing its economic centrality for decades. 

 


